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DOING BUSINESS IN BULGARIA

1 – INTRODUCTION
UHY is an international organisation providing accountancy, business management and
consultancy services through financial business centres in around 90 countries throughout
the world.
Business partners work together through the network to conduct transnational operations
for clients as well as offering specialist knowledge and experience within their own national
borders. Global specialists in various industry and market sectors are also available for
consultation.
This detailed report providing key issues and information for investors considering business
operations in Bulgaria has been provided by the office of UHY representatives:
UHY BRAIN STORM CONSULT LTD.
Mladost 1A, Bl 505A, Entr. 2
BG-1729 Sofia
Bulgaria
Phone
Website
Email

+359 2 80 99 740
www.uhybrainstorm.com
office@uhybrainstorm.com

You are welcome to contact Ilina Ivanova (ilina@brainstorm.bg) for any inquiries you may
have.
A detailed firm profile for UHY’s representation in Bulgaria can be found in section 8.
Information in the following pages has been updated so that they are effective at the date
shown, but inevitably they are both general and subject to change and should be used for
guidance only. For specific matters, investors are strongly advised to obtain further
information and take professional advice before making any decisions. This publication is
current at December 2014.
We look forward to helping you do business in Bulgaria.
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2 – BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
GEOGRAPHY
Bulgaria lies in the south-eastern part of the Balkan Peninsula and covers an area of
110,993 square kilometres (approximately 42,855 square miles).
Bulgaria has a strategic geographical location in the Balkan region with a long border to the
north along the river Danube with Romania. To the south, Bulgaria has borders with
Greece and Turkey and to the west with the Serbia and the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia (FYROM). The Black Sea forms a natural border to the east.
The capital city of Bulgaria is Sofia and other major cities include Plovdiv, Varna, Bourgas
and Rousse.
The landscape of the country is predominantly mountainous, although arable land
accounts for approximately 41% of the territory. A number of major land routes from
Europe to Asia pass through the territory of Bulgaria.
Bulgaria has a moderate continental climate. The coldest month is January when average
temperatures are -2°C and the warmest month is July with average temperatures of
around 25°C. The annual average temperature is 12°C and the average annual rainfall is
700mm.

POPULATION AND LANGUAGE
According to the latest 2011 census, the population of Bulgaria is 7,364,570.
The urban population is 5,338,261 constituting 72.5% of the total population (Census
2011).
The official language of the country is Bulgarian.
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
The following days are public holidays in Bulgaria (as listed by the Bulgarian government in
2014):
1 January
New Year
3 March
Day of Liberation from Ottaman Rule
9 April
Second day of Easter
1 May
Labour Day
6 May
St. Georges Day/Day of the Bulgarian Army
24 May
Day of Bulgarian Enlightenment, Culture and of the Slavonic Alphabet
6 September Bulgaria’s Unification day
22 September Bulgaria’s Independence Day
1 November
Enlightenment Leaders Day (day off for educational establishments)
24 December Christmas Eve
25 December Christmas Day
26 December Second day of Christmas
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GOVERNMENT
Bulgaria is a parliamentary republic headed by a president.
The president is directly elected for a term of five years and can head the Republic for a
maximum of two terms. The president represents the Republic of Bulgaria in international
relations. Among his/her powers are the ratification of certain diplomatic and military
agreements and promulgation of laws, as well as the command of the armed forces etc.
The current president is Rosen Plevnaliev, who was elected in September 2011.
Bulgaria has a unicameral national assembly with 240 seats. In the national assembly, 209
members are elected through a closed-list proportional representation system to serve
four-year terms and 31 members are elected by plurality vote in single-member
constituencies to serve four-year terms.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Bulgaria is located at the heart of the south-eastern European market.
The country’s strategic geographical location is further enhanced by the number of
international rail and motorways crossing the country and the commercial ports on the
Black Sea and the Danube River. Pan-European transport corridors crossing Bulgaria are
the IV, VII, VIII, IX and X. A network of eight motorways (the Е79, Е83, Е871, Е772, Е70,
Е773, Е87 and Е85) crosses the country, providing connections to Western Europe, Russia,
Asia Minor and the Black Sea.
Bulgaria has five main ports. The largest are the Varna and Bourgas, both located on the
Black Sea. Rousse, Lom and Vidin are significant commercial ports on the Danube.
Bulgaria has three major airports situated in the cities of Sofia, Varna and Bourgas. Sofia
airport is the country’s leading international airport. Its newly-constructed airport terminal
can service around 2.6 million people and handle 26,000 tons of cargo yearly. Fraport
operates the airports of Varna and Bourgas under a 35-year concession. In 2007, Varna
Airport doubled its capacity with the opening of a new passenger terminal.

WORKFORCE
Official figures put Bulgaria’s workforce at 3,480,800 (third quarter 2010) people,
comprising well-educated and skilled men (53%) and women (47%).
The official adult literacy rate in Bulgaria is 98.3%. A high percentage of the workforce has
completed some form of secondary, technical or vocational education.
Many Bulgarians have strong backgrounds in engineering, medicine, economics, and the
sciences, but there is a shortage of professionals with Western management skills. The
demand for skilled managers is increasing with an influx of high technology, innovative,
and knowledge-based companies from the European Union (EU). The aptitude of workers
and the relative low cost of labour are considerable incentives for foreign companies to
invest in Bulgaria, especially those operating businesses that are labour-intensive.
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FINANCIAL SYSTEM
CENTRAL BANK AND COMMERCIAL BANKING SECTOR
Amendments to the Bulgarian National Bank (BNB) law, effective as of January 2005,
ensure the complete institutional, financial and functional independence of the BNB.
After the introduction of a Currency Board in 1997, the number of monetary policy
instruments at the disposal of BNB was significantly reduced. Bad loans to enterprises were
converted by law into state bonds with low interest rates for the first six years. The
tightening of regulatory controls and the positive effects brought about by the introduction
of the Currency Board have helped the sector to gradually regain confidence.
The banking system has now stabilised and continues to mature. The market is dominated
by five large banks, which control about 56% of the system’s total assets. High corporate
liquidity, coupled with attractive terms and rates on deposits, have contributed to a high
level of deposit concentration.
Bulgaria has almost completed the privatisation of its state-owned banks. About 90% of
Bulgarian bank assets are owned by large foreign banks, already well-established in central
and Eastern Europe or by banks that are committed to achieving bigger market shares in
the region. Some of the major shortfalls of the banking sector include a sluggish corporate
loan-granting process and underdeveloped e-banking.
CURRENCY
The introduction of the Currency Board in the country in July 1997 led to improved
confidence in the local currency, exchange rate predictability and lower inflation. After the
introduction of the Board, all constraints on trading with foreign currency within the
country were removed. Local banks can sell hard currency to physical and legal entities
without any limitations.
The currency unit in Bulgaria is the Bulgarian Lev (BGN). At present the BGN is fixed to the
EUR at the rate of BGN 1.95583 per EUR 1. The Bulgarian National Bank announces
reference rates of the Lev to the other major foreign currencies on the basis of their
international market rates.
BGN denominations are as follows:
 Notes – BGN 2, BGN 5, BGN 10, BGN 20, BGN 50 and BGN 100
 Coins – BGN 0.01, BGN 0.02, BGN 0.05, BGN 0.1, BGN 0.2, BGN 0.5 and BGN 1.
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3 – FOREIGN INVESTMENT
Foreign direct investment (FDI) flows showed signs of recovery in 2011 following the recent
financial and economic crisis (according to data as of 2014).
Outward flows of FDI increased for the first time in four years, rising by 154 % compared
with 2010. At the same time, inward flows of FDI also more than doubled compared with
the previous year — up 117 %.
Nevertheless, despite the large increases in FDI flows from the EU-27 in 2011, the gains
only partially compensated for the considerable declines recorded during the crisis from
2008. As a result, in 2011 EU-27 FDI flows with the rest of the world still remained well
below their record peaks in 2007 for both inward and outward flows.
In 2011, EU-27 investment vis-à-vis the rest of the world (extra-EU-27 flows) increased,
which may reflect the start of a global economic recovery. FDI flows channelled through
special purpose entities (SPE) played a significant role (as in previous years) when analysing
the results for 2011.
Continual economic development and strong market potential are among the decisive
forces that enhance Bulgaria’s ability to attract respected international investors. Over
recent years the international credit rating agencies have improved the credit rating of the
country many times in their investment grades.
These investment grade increases were justified by the continued reduction in Bulgaria’s
general government debt burden, improved liquidity and the lasting credibility of the
government’s fiscal policy.
The Bulgarian government has signed numerous international treaties for the Encouraging
and Mutual Protection of Investments; treaties have been signed with the Netherlands,
Cyprus, Finland, France, Denmark, Israel, Sweden, the United Kingdom, Greece, Romania,
Portugal and Slovakia, among others.
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4 – SETTING UP A BUSINESS
FORMS OF ENTERPRISE
The Bulgarian Commercial Act provides the main framework for the setting up and
governance of commercial entities in Bulgaria.
Foreign persons can do business in Bulgaria without incorporation through a permanent
establishment.
Under Bulgarian law they can also use the following forms of commercial business
organisation:
 Sole trader – individual
 Partnership – general partnership, limited partnership, partnership limited by shares
 Commercial entity (company) set up by two or more individuals or legal entities for the
purpose of carrying out business
 Branch
 Representative office
 Consortium and holding
 Co-operative society.
The Commercial Act provides for the following types of companies:
 Joint-stock company (AD)
 Limited liability company (OOD)
 General partnership
 Limited partnership
 Partnership limited by shares.
The joint-stock company and the limited liability company may be set up as sole-ownership
companies, in which case their acronyms change to EAD and EOOD, respectively.
A person (whether an individual or a legal entity) may participate as a shareholder/partner
in more than one company. An individual may register as only one sole trader.
The Commercial Register is defined in the law as a standard centralised electronic database
which contains certain details and disclosures and which is operated by an information
system. A separate file in electronic form is kept for each trader and branch of a foreign
trader. The Commercial Register is public and is operated by the Registry Agency with the
Minister of Justice.
The Registry Agency is empowered to verify compliance of the incorporation actions and
documents with the statutory requirements of the Commercial Act. A company’s existence
starts from the time of the resolution of the Registry Agency to record it in the Commercial
Register, which states the company’s unified identification code. The statutory deadline for
the recording of companies is one day as of the submission of the necessary documents to
the Registry Agency. In practice, the registration process usually takes five to ten days due
to the workload of the Registry Agency.
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The Registry Agency provides automated submission of information about entered traders,
branches of foreign traders and the related circumstances and the acts announced in the
Commercial Register, to the National Revenue Agency, as well as to other subjects
established by law. Traders, branches of foreign traders and related circumstances, subject
to registration as per the law, are entered in the Commercial Register. Acts pertaining to
the traders and branches of foreign traders subject to registration should be disclosed in
the Commercial Register. All the persons who are registered in the Commercial Register
receive an obligatory unified identification code which serves as a proof for the
circumstances and acts entered in the register.
The rules for registration of a commercial entity apply to both Bulgarian and foreign
nationals. Special regulatory/licensing regimes are established for companies intending to
operate in the field of banking, insurance, voluntary pension, investment brokerage and
certain other business activities.
The Bar Act (BA) introduced a new type of lawyers’ association (law firm). A law firm is a
non-commercial entity, recorded in a special register with the respective Bar Association
and with the district court. Law firms combine elements of a partnership (eg no fixed
capital, partners are personally liable for the firm’s liabilities to clients) and a co-operative
(eg the general meeting is the law firm’s supreme body).
The Bar Act provides for terms and conditions under which foreign lawyers may practice in
Bulgaria. The regime regarding lawyers from EU member states is preferential. As soon as
the EU Bulgaria Accession Treaty came into force, lawyers who are citizens of EU member
states and who have obtained their legal qualifications in one of the EU member states are
entitled to practice the legal profession in Bulgaria through assistance with or defence for a
specific case or through a permanent establishment in the territory of Bulgaria. In
providing assistance with and defence for specific cases, the foreign lawyer is placed on an
equal footing with Bulgarian lawyers and is bound to use the same name in which they
exercise the legal profession in the state where they have acquired legal competency.
Where under Bulgarian law procedural representation is mandatory, the foreign lawyer
may only take action of procedural representation with a Bulgarian lawyer. A foreign
lawyer can establish themselves permanently in the territory of Bulgaria for exercising legal
activities under the name used in the state where their legal competency has been
acquired, after inscription into the Register of Foreign Lawyers. Following registration in
the Register of Foreign Lawyers and three years of actual and uninterrupted exercise of the
legal profession under the name used in the country where legal competency has been
acquired, or following an equivalent examination, a foreign lawyer has the right to apply
for inscription at a Bar Association in the Republic of Bulgaria. Inscription at a Bar
Association gives foreign lawyers the rights of a Bulgarian lawyer.
Legal representation before a Bulgarian court will be possible for a third country lawyer
when the latter appears in court jointly with a Bulgarian lawyer and a bilateral agreement
between the lawyer’s home country and Bulgaria exists or the principle of reciprocity is
applicable.
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SOLE TRADERS
Every individual over 18 years of age with a permanent address in the Republic of Bulgaria,
and who is not insolvent or bankrupt, can be recorded a sole trader in the Commercial
Register.
The commercial registration in this case does not infer the establishment of a separate
legal entity. As a sole trader, the person preserves his/her status as an individual and a
natural person but takes on the ability to act as a trader ie to be party to commercial
relations. The commercial name of the sole trader should include the individual’s first and
last name, and the acronym ‘ET’.
Sole traders are deleted from the Commercial Register in the following circumstances:
 Upon the individual’s written request because of closure of the activity or permanent
establishment abroad
 In case of the individual’s death, upon request of the heirs
 In cases where the individual’s legal capacities have been restricted eg due to mental
illness upon request of a trustee.

COMPANIES
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES (OOD)
Limited liability companies can be established by one (in the case of a sole-ownership
limited liability company, EOOD) or more individuals/legal entities provided that all
requirements set out in the law are complied with.
Limited liability companies are incorporated further to a resolution of the ownership
interest holders and registration in the Commercial Register with the Registry Agency.
An OOD’s minimum capital is fixed at BGN 5,000 to be allocated in shares (ownership
interests) of a value not less than BGN 10. At least 70 % of the authorised capital as per the
articles of association should be paid in prior to the commercial registration. Capital
instalments can be made by the shareholders either in cash or in kind.
An OOD is governed by its articles of association (AA) executed by the shareholders. The
AA includes information on the name, seat and address of management, scope of business
activities, managing bodies, books of the OOD, etc. The AA is deposited with the
Commercial Register.
In Bulgaria there is no practice where shareholders arrange their relations by a separate
shareholders’ agreement (in addition to the AA). However, such an agreement is not
prohibited and can be executed, provided that its stipulations are not in conflict with the
imperative provisions of the law.
The governing bodies of an OOD are as follows:
 The general meeting (GM) of its shareholders, and
 One or more managers appointed by the GM.
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The GM of the shareholders is the OOD’s supreme managing body and it is competent to
resolve the most important corporate issues e.g. changes in the authorised capital,
assignment of managers, the opening and closure of branches and adoption of the annual
financial statements. The shareholders are summoned to sessions by the company’s
manager. Voting rights are proportionate to a shareholder’s participation in the registered
capital unless otherwise agreed to in the AA. The GM takes most of the decisions with a
simple majority (i.e. more than 50% of the capital). A unanimous vote of the shareholders
is required for the GM to resolve on any increase or decrease in the capital; and threequarters of the capital is necessary for decisions on:
 Changes in the AA
 Acceptance of and expulsion of shareholders
 Resolutions for additional in-cash contributions.
The Commercial Act allows the GM of an OOD to oblige its shareholders to make additional
in-cash contributions proportionate to their participation in the capital, which would serve
to cover losses or to satisfy the company’s temporary need of funds. These contributions
are granted to the OOD as a loan and the GM can resolve on the payment of interest
thereon. Consequences for a shareholder who fails to comply with the decision for
additional contributions are the same as when he/she fails to pay their main contribution
to the company’s capital which may lead to his/ her expulsion from the OOD.
An OOD’s manager is nominated by the GM of the shareholders. He/she is responsible for
the day-to-day management of the company and for the implementation of the resolutions
of the GM. The manager is also the OOD’s statutory representative to any third parties. In
cases where there is more than one manager, each of them is entitled to represent the
OOD independently unless the AA or the resolution of the GM of the shareholders provides
otherwise. No other restrictions on the manager’s representative power would be
applicable vis-à-vis third parties. The name of the manager is recorded in the Commercial
Register.
The personal element involved in relations among the shareholders in a limited liability
company is stronger than the one in a joint stock company. Therefore, a special procedure
is applied for the transfer of shares from a shareholder to a non-shareholder. Shareholders
in an OOD have the right and the obligation to take part in the company’s management
and activity, to be informed about the company’s performance and to check the
company’s books and financial statements.
The AA of an OOD can provide for an additional supervisory shareholder in the company,
called a controller. The controller is assigned to supervise the observance of the AA and the
management of the company’s property. The controller should report to the GM directly.
In the case of a sole-ownership limited liability company (EOOD), the sole owner of the
capital has the responsibilities of the GM of the shareholders. The sole owner can manage
and represent the EOOD personally or through a manager. An EOOD would be terminated
with the death of the sole owner, unless his/her heirs decide to continue the company’s
activity.
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Limited liability companies are not statutorily obliged to form special reserves. There is no
impediment, however, to decisions being taken by the GM of the shareholders /sole owner
of the capital on the establishment on reserves to be adopted or provided for in the AA.
JOINT STOCK COMPANIES
A joint-stock company can be set up by one (EAD) or more individuals/legal entities (AD).
The setting up of an AD should be resolved by a meeting of the founding shareholders at
which the subscription of shares in the capital and adoption of the by-laws take place. The
newly incorporated company comes into force when it is recorded in the Commercial
Register.
An AD’s minimum capital should amount to BGN 50,000 divided into shares, each of a
nominal value not less than BGN 1. At least 25% of the capital should be paid in prior to the
commercial registration.
The share participation in an AD can be evidenced by the following types of shares:
 Registered shares – the name of the owner is indicated on the share certificate and in
the company’s book of shareholders. Such shares can be transferred by means of
endorsement. The transfer would bind the company after being recorded in the book of
the shareholders
 Bearer shares – the title is evidenced by the mere physical possession of the share
certificate
 Preference shares – these incorporate some special rights to their holders (e.g.
guaranteed dividends, liquidation quota, etc).
The AD is the only legal entity under Bulgarian law that is allowed to issue bonds. From the
company’s incorporation until the issuance of paper shares, shareholders have evidence of
their capacity through temporary certificates issued against their contributions to the
capital.
A joint stock company can be managed through a:
 One-tier system of management i.e. by the GM of the shareholders and a board of
directors (3–9 members), or
 Two-tier system of management i.e. by the GM of the shareholders, managing board (3–
9 members) and supervisory board (3–7 members).
The GM of the shareholders is the AD’s supreme body, competent to resolve the most
important issues related to the corporate operation of the company (eg changes to the
capital, amendments and supplementation to the by-laws and adoption of the annual
financial statements). The GM consists of all shareholders with voting rights. In the case of
a sole-ownership joint-stock company (EAD), the sole owner of the capital performs the
functions of the GM.
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The GM of the shareholders should be held at least once per year (a regular GM). It should
take place at the seat of the company or an alternative venue in the Republic of Bulgaria.
The GM is summoned by the company’s managing body, by the board of directors, or
managing board/supervisory board respectively. Shareholders in possession of more than
5% of the authorised capital can request the summoning of a GM. Should their request not
be satisfied within three months, the GM would be convened by the respective district
court.
The invitation for the GM should be published in the State Gazette at least 30 days prior to
the scheduled date of the session. All materials for the meeting should be at the disposal of
the shareholders in the office of the company. Should no bearer’s shares be authorised,
and if allowed by the by-laws of the company, the managing body can send written
invitations to the shareholders and not publish the invitation in the State Gazette.
The law provides for statutory requisites for an invitation to a GM. It should include
information about the date, hour, place, agenda and specific proposals for resolutions of
the session. In case members of a managing body are to be elected, the names and
addresses of the proposed individuals/entities should be mentioned.
The GM takes decisions with a simple majority of the represented capital. A special
majority of two-thirds of the represented capital is necessary for amendment of the bylaws, changes in the capital and winding up of the company. A qualified majority of threequarters of the represented shares is required for:
 Restricting the rights under preference shares
 Capitalisation of profit
 Transformation of the company
 For continuing the operation of a wound-up company.
The GM sessions and the decisions taken should be documented in minutes under the
agenda and this should include a list of the attending shareholders. Upon request of a
shareholder or a board member, a notary public can be invited to the session and prepare
a notary deed for the GM.
Only the GM or, if the by-laws allow, the managing body by unanimous vote, can resolve
on the following transactions:
 Transfer or granting use over the entire commercial enterprise
 Disposal of assets amounting to more than half of the company’s assets according to the
latest certified annual financial statements
 Undertaking of liabilities or provision of securities the amount of which during the
current year exceeds half of the company’s assets according to the latest certified
annual financial statements.
Board members in an AD can be individuals or legal entities through their authorised
representative. No member to a board can be an individual who:
 Has been member to a board of a company declared insolvent during the two years
preceding the resolution of the insolvency where unsatisfied creditors have remained
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 Does not comply with other requirements set out in the by-laws. An individual proposed
as a member to a board should prior to his/her appointment notify the shareholders
about being an unlimited partner or holding more than 25% of another company’s
capital, and his/her participation in the management of other entities.
A quorum of at least half of the board members is needed for the meetings. Decisions are
taken by simple majority unless otherwise provided for in by-laws or the law. The by-laws
can allow boards to adopt resolutions at the meeting provided that all board members
state their consent in writing. Minutes of the board meetings should be kept and preserved
in a special book of the company.
Board members are jointly liable for damages to the company resulting from their activity.
Therefore, a guarantee should be deposited by the board members to the company’s bank
account amounting to not less than three-fold their gross monthly remunerations. Claims
against board members can be brought by shareholders of more than 10% of the
company’s capital.
Joint-stock companies are obliged to form and maintain a reserve fund of at least one
tenth of the authorised capital. The reserve fund can be used only to cover current and
prior year losses. The company is free to capitalise any reserve exceeding this amount.
No later than the end of February each year, the board of directors/managing board should
prepare annual financial statements and report on the activity of the AD for the preceding
year. The annual financial statements are subject to verification and certification by a
certified auditor appointed by the GM. The financial statements and the report for the
activity should be further approved by the GM. Dividends can be distributed only if the
company’s net property (as per the financial statements) less any dividends exceeds the
cumulative amount of the authorised capital and the reserve funds. Dividends can be up to
the amount of the profit for the respective year, the undistributed profit from previous
years, the portion of the reserve fund and the other funds exceeding the minimum
established by law or by the articles of incorporation less any uncovered losses from
previous years and mandatory accruals for the reserve fund and other funds of the
company.
PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES
An AD that has issued shares following a public offering on a stock exchange market or has
further registered a stock edition for trade at a regulated market of securities or has more
than 10,000 shareholders on the last day of two successive calendar years is a ‘Public
Company’ under the Public Offering of Securities Act (POSA). Only a joint-stock company
can be a public one, which is recorded in a special register with the Commission on
Financial Supervision. Such companies are subject to certain restrictions and reporting
requirements. Special rules apply to the procedure for summoning a GM of the
shareholders, the majority required for taking decisions and membership of a managing
body, etc. Public joint-stock companies can apply for delisting from the Register of Public
Companies provided that the conditions of the POSA are fulfilled.
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SPECIAL INVESTMENT PURPOSE COMPANIES
Companies of special investment purposes are joint-stock companies formed to invest the
funds acquired through issuance of shares in real estate or receivables (‘securitisation’ of
real estate/receivables). This type of company is regulated by the Special Investment
Purpose Companies Act.
PENSION INSURANCE JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES
Joint-stock companies can be set up with the purpose of establishing and operating
pension funds. Such joint-stock companies should be licensed for their activity by the
Commission on Financial Supervision. The regulation applicable to pension insurance
companies is provided for in the Social Security Code.
PARTNERSHIPS
The Bulgarian Commercial Act recognises the following types of partnerships:
 General partnership (Sabiratelno Drujestvo, SD) – the partners are fully and jointly liable
for the entity’s liabilities. Foreign nationals should have a permanent establishment in
Bulgaria in order to be partners in a general partnership
 Limited partnership (Komanditno Drujestvo, KD) – some partners are fully and jointly
liable for the entity’s liabilities and the remaining partners are liable up to the value of
their share contribution. Foreign nationals should have a permanent establishment in
Bulgaria in order to be unlimited partners in a KD
 Partnership limited by shares (Komanditno Durjestvo s Aktzii, KDA) – this type of entity is
a mixture between a KD and an AD, since the limited shareholders are issued certificates
against their contribution to the capital. The provisions of the Commercial Act regarding
joint stock companies (AD) apply to KDA, including the minimum authorised capital
requirement of BGN 50,000. The KDA is managed by a GM where only the unlimited
partners have voting rights and the board of directors consists of the limited partners.
JOINT VENTURES
Two or more persons can conclude a joint-venture agreement in order to combine their
efforts for the achievement of a mutual business objective. Joint ventures are not legal
entities but unincorporated partnerships. The partners input capital/in-kind contributions,
which fall under the joint ownership of all participants. Joint ventures are regarded as
separate entities for tax purposes and are subject to corporate income taxation.
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES
A co-operative society is a voluntary association for business activities of at least seven
individuals. The co-operative society is a legal entity and the number of its members and
capital amount can vary. It is managed by a GM of co-operators, management board and a
controlling board. The cooperative’s chairman represents it before third parties. Seven cooperative societies can form a co-operative union.
CONSORTIA
The Bulgarian Commercial Act defines a consortium as a group of traders united to
perform a certain activity. A consortium can be organised either as a commercial company
(eg limited liability or joint-stock company), or as a joint venture. The civil contractual
legislation applies to the relations between the partners in the consortium.
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HOLDINGS
A holding can be a joint-stock company, a partnership limited by shares, or a limited
liability company purposed to have share participation or manage other companies and
without further obligation to perform itself commercial activity. At least 25% of the
holding’s capital should be invested in its subsidiaries. Subsidiaries are companies in which
the holding has or controls directly or indirectly not less than 25% of the shares, or has the
power to appoint the majority of the managing body’s members.
BRANCHES OF FOREIGN LEGAL ENTITIES
Any foreign entity registered under its domestic law with the right to carry out commercial
activity can open a branch in Bulgaria. The branch should be recorded with the Commercial
Register. Branches are not regarded as separate legal entities. However, branches of
foreign companies are obliged to keep financial books, and prepare separate financial
statements. Commercial transactions between foreign entities through their branches in
Bulgaria and local persons are governed by the rules applicable to local persons. In 2005
the Commercial Act was amended in order to implement Eleventh Council Directive
89/666/EEC. The amendments detail the requirements for registration of branches in
Bulgaria.
REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES
A foreign legal entity can open a representative office (RO) in Bulgaria. Representative
offices are not separate legal entities and have no legal capacity to undertake business
activities. ROs can only advertise and promote the activity of the parent company, liaison
with possible clients in Bulgaria, etc. ROs should be registered with the Bulgarian Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, and are subject to BULSTAT registration. All transactions
concluded by the foreign entity with local parties for the purposes of the trade
representation are subject to local regulations.
MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
Types of reorganisation:
Previously there were four types of reorganisations:
 Acquisition – one or more existing companies acquired by another existing company
 Mergers (consolidation) – a new company created by two or more existing companies
merging with one another
 Divisions – one company, after being wound-up without going into liquidation, transfers
its assets and liabilities to two or more new companies
 Spin-offs – one company, without being wound-up, transfers part of its property to
another company.
Two new forms of reorganisation, unknown so far to the Bulgarian legislation, were added
by the latest amendments to the Commercial Act:
 Spin-off of a wholly owned enterprise– one company transfers part of its assets to one
or more sole-ownership limited liability or joint stock companies, whereas the
transformed company becomes their sole owner
 Transfer of property to the sole owner– a sole-owned company is wound up without
liquidation and its property is fully transferred to its owner provided that he is registered
as sole trader.
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The Commercial Act provides for a very detailed procedure to be followed in view of the
reorganisation of corporate entities, which includes the following major stages:
 Conclusion of written agreement for transformation between the participating
commercial entities, or preparation of a plan for transformation in the cases of division
and spin-off
 The managing body of each of the participating companies should prepare a report
providing reasoning of the concluded agreement/prepared plan for transformation
 Presenting the agreement/plan and the report of the managing body to the Commercial
Register
 Review and report on the reorganisation by a registered auditor
 Approval of the agreement/plan and all related changes by the GMs of the involved
companies, taken with a certain qualified majority (e.g. three-quarters of the
represented capital for joint stock companies)
 Filing the resolution for reorganisation with the Commercial Register
 Resolution of the registry agency on the reorganisation.
The reorganisation is effective when it is recorded in the Commercial Register.
CONSEQUENCES AND PRINCIPLES
The reorganisation results in the legal succession between the transformed and
acquiring/newly established companies of all rights and liabilities. The acquisition is based
on the following principles:
 The shareholders in the companies retain their share portion, even through monetary
equalisation
 The property of the reorganised company would be managed separately from the
property of the adopting/newly established company for a six month period after the
resolution for the reorganisation, so that creditors’ interests are guaranteed
 Shareholders whose legal position in the reorganised company would be changed and
have voted against the reorganisation at the GM can leave the reorganised company by
submitting a notarised notice. The leaving shareholder is entitled to receive the amount
of his/her share prior to the reorganisation.
COMPETITION RULES IN RELATION TO MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
Competition implications apply in case the total turnover of the companies participating in
a merger or acquisition exceeds BGN 15 million for the year preceding the
merger/acquisition. The preliminary permission of the Competition Protection Commission
is required in such cases, or the Commission can impose monetary sanctions and unwind
the transaction. Permission is granted to mergers and acquisitions, which would not lead to
limitation of the competence at a certain market but are purposed to production
modernisations, market, improvement of Bulgaria’s competitive advantages at
international markets, etc.
INVOLVEMENT OF PUBLIC COMPANIES IN A MERGER OR ACQUISITION
Mergers and acquisitions involving at least one public company must be done in
accordance with the Public Offering of Securities Act (POSA), which would be applicable
together with the Commercial Act.
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COMPETITION
The Competition Protection Act and the Rules for the Operation of the Competition
Protection Commission (CPC) are the main regulative acts in the field of competition. The
Competition Act prescribes the restrictions on commercial entities designed to ensure the
regular operation of the free market and the protection of consumers. The law was
considerably revised at the beginning of 2003 and is currently fully in line with the
European standards.
The practices and agreements described in the sections below are prohibited under
competition protection laws.
AGREEMENTS AND CONCENTRATED PRACTICE
Traders are prohibited from negotiating and making agreements which may result in
preventing, restricting or distorting competition in the relevant market (e.g. determining
prices, distribution of markets). The prohibition (Art. 9 of the Competition Protection Act) is
broadly formulated and includes both formal stipulations and oral agreements. In addition,
agreements are prohibited both between competitors in one and the same market (socalled ‘horizontal agreements’) and also between participants in different fields (‘vertical
agreements’ e.g. stipulations between a producer and a supplier). Exemption from the
prohibition is provided for agreements with no material effect i.e. concluded between
enterprises which have a total market share not more than 10% in cases of vertical
agreements and not more than 5% in cases of horizontal agreements.
The CPC should be notified within 30 days about the conclusion of any agreement which
may impact competition in a certain market. The regulative authority has the power to
allow or ban such transactions based on a competition impact assessment.
ABUSE OF DOMINANT POSITION
Companies are considered to be in a dominant or monopolistic position if their market
share, financial resources and business relations allow them to influence competition.
Companies with more than a 35% market share are presumed to be in a dominant
position. Such entities are forbidden from activities which may directly or indirectly impose
prices, limit production or urge contracting parties into undertaking additional liabilities,
etc. It should be noted that the dominant/monopoly position itself is not prohibited by the
law.
CONCENTRATION OF BUSINESS ACTIVITY
A concentration of business activity may arise from the acquisition or merger between two
independent companies, the acquisition of control over a separate enterprise and the
establishment of a joint venture etc. Companies participating in a concentration of
business activities should notify the CPC in advance in case their combined turnover for the
preceding year in the territory of the country exceeds BGN 15 million. The CPC should
within one month of the notification perform an assessment of the concentration and issue
a decision by means of which to allow or forbid the transaction.
UNFAIR COMPETITION
The Competition Protection Act prohibits all actions which go against bona fide commercial
practice and which are intended to damage the interests of competitors. Several examples
are listed in the law:
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Damaging a competitor’s good reputation
Providing misleading information
Imitation
Disclosure of confidential information.

The CPC is the authority assigned to control the observance of the competition rules and to
impose sanctions in cases where violations are identified. Penalties vary between BGN
5,000–300,000 for the first violation and BGN 100,000–500,000 should the violation be
committed again.
CONCESSION REGIME
As of May 2006 there is a new Concession Act (CA) which harmonises legislation in this
area with European standards. The law introduces a new definition of the term
‘concession’ which significantly differs from the old one. As per the definition of the CA, a
concession is the right to operate a facility of public interest, made available by a grantor to
a merchant (the concessionaire), in exchange for the latter’s obligation to build and/or
manage and maintain the facility subject to the concession at his/her own risk.
According to its purpose, there are three types of concessions – a public works concession,
service concession and mining concession. A concession is granted on the basis of a longterm agreement in writing involving a defined material interest, executed between the
grantor and the concessionaire.
PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
Public procurement is regulated in Public Procurement Act (PPA). As per the law, the
subject matter of public procurement is the supply of goods through purchase, lease,
rental with or without option to buy, or hire purchase, as well as all preliminary operations
necessary for the actual use of the products etc. (Article 3 of the PPA).
Contracting authorities can be state authorities, the president and other institutions,
bodies governed by public law, public companies and any combination thereof, or
merchants and other persons which are not public companies where carrying out one or
several of the activities covered by law. The contracting authorities are obliged to conduct
a public procurement award procedure where grounds for this are provided in the law.
Any Bulgarian or foreign natural or legal person, as well as any combination of such
persons, may participate in a public procurement procedure. Public procurements can be
awarded by conducting an open procedure, a restricted procedure, a competitive dialogue
and negotiated procedures. Any decision, action or omission by the contracting authorities
in a public procurement award procedure until conclusion of the contract or of the
framework agreement is subject to appeal as to the legal conformity before the
Commission for the Protection of Competition.
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5 – LABOUR
LABOUR LAW
The protection of the Bulgarian labour force and limiting unemployment remains a
consideration for national authorities; therefore some special requirements apply to
foreign nationals intending to work in Bulgaria.
Foreigners must obtain a work permit from the National Employment Agency before they
come to the country for their respective position. The permit is issued for a maximum of
one year and can be extended only twice (i.e. for a total validity of three years). Exceptions
could be made for longer work permits issued for high managerial positions and some
special cases concerning the installation of foreign equipment etc. The work permit is the
basis for the issuance of a residence permit for the foreign national, which validates his/her
physical stay in the country.
The practice of the Bulgarian Employment Agency (the authority responsible for the
issuance of work permits) is for EU nationals not to require a work permit. Amendments in
the legislation are expected so that the legislation, acts of the government and the practice
of the Employment Agency are harmonised in this regard.
The labour and social insurance aspects of the employment of foreign individuals in
Bulgaria are governed by the domestic labour and social insurance laws unless
international treaties to which Bulgaria is a party provide otherwise.
Employment remunerations can be negotiated in BGN or in a foreign currency. However,
actual payment is usually performed in BGN i.e. in the BGN equivalent to the stipulated
salary, since there are some limitations in the social security and tax systems which do not
allow effective salary payment in a foreign currency.
In 2014, the minimum wage in Bulgaria is 310 BGN/month for normal working time (i.e.
eight hours per day and 40 hours per week).
Employment contracts should be concluded in writing and signed by both the employee
and the employer. The employer is liable to notify the National Revenue Agency about the
conclusion, amendment or termination of an employment relationship.
Employment contracts can be:
 For an indefinite period
 For a trial period – not exceeding six months
 For a fixed term – in case of seasonal or short-term work
 For the completion of a specific assignment – when the work is preliminarily limited in
term and in scope e.g. on specific projects and programmes
 For five working days within a calendar month – when an employee works not more
than 40 hours for the same employer.
Employment contracts should stipulate the following:
 Position (name) and character of the job function
 Term of the employment contract
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Working time – normal working hours are 8 hours per day, 40 hours per week
Paid annual leave – not less than 20 working days
Any additional remuneration
Notice period – not less than 30 days and not more than three months for indefinite
term employment contracts; and not more than three months but not exceeding the
validity of a fixed-term contract.

Employment contracts can be terminated only on the grounds explicitly listed in the Labour
Code, such as:
 Disciplinary dismissal
 Expiry of term (in cases of fixed term employment)
 Mutual consent
 Unilaterally via a prior notice in writing
 Upon initiative of the employer with compensation of not less than a four-fold
remuneration of the salary recently received by the employee etc.
SOCIAL SECURITY LAW
The Social Security Code is the main source of regulation in the field of social security. It
also includes regulation of statutory and private pension funds. Additional provisions can
be found in the Annual Budget of the State Social Insurance Act (ABSSIA), where the
specific amounts of the minimum and maximum social insurance income and social
security contributions are indicated.
SECURED RISKS AND COMPENSATION
The state social security provides compensation, aid and pensions to secured persons upon
occurrence of the following secured risks:
 Temporary inability to work – when an employee/assignee is temporarily unable to
perform his/her employment obligations due to sickness as evidenced by a medical
certificate
 Disability – when invalidity is established by a special medical committee assigned to
assess the extent to which the secured person has lost his/her ability to work. The
compensation or pension from the state social security is based on this assessment
 Maternity – mothers receive compensation granted for a period of 315 calendar days
(45 prior to and 270 after the child’s birth). Mothers receive monetary compensation for
raising a child on a monthly basis until the child reaches the age of two years
 Unemployment – individuals who have been insured for all insurance risks during at
least nine of the 15 months preceding the termination of their employment have the
right to be compensated in case of termination. The compensation amounts to 60% of
the individual’s average monthly income for the nine months preceding the termination.
The maximum compensation for unemployment is determined by the Social Security
Budget Act on an annual basis (BGN 240 in 2014)
 Old age – individuals acquire the right to a pension upon reaching a certain age and
years of experience
 Death – the relatives of an insured individual acquire the right to an inherited pension
upon his/her death.
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SOCIALLY INSURED PERSONS AND SOCIAL INSURERS
The Bulgarian Social Security Code (SSC) lays provision for the following major groups of
insured individuals for social security purposes:
 Insured for all social insurance risks – individuals who work under an employment
contract, state officials, military officers, managers and magistrates
 Insured for invalidity, old age and death – freelancers, sole traders, agricultural
producers and assignees under civil law relations. Insurers are individuals/legal entities
in charge of the payment of social security instalments for their employees, assignees,
etc. Freelancers have the combined capital of insured persons and insurers as they are
liable to pay their own social security instalments.
SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME AND SOCIAL SECURITY INSTALMENTS
Social security income is the income on which social insurance contributions is calculated
and includes all remuneration and other income from working activities.
The Budget of the State Social Security Act determines social security related thresholds for
payments for each calendar year, namely:
 Minimum monthly amount of insurable earnings during the calendar year as per basic
economic activities and qualification groups of professions, in compliance with Annex
No. 1 to Art. 8, Para. 1, point 1 of the SSSBA for 2014 (BG)
 Minimum monthly amounts of insurable earnings of self-insured persons in accordance
with the taxable income:
− Up to BGN 5400 – BGN 420
− BGN 5400.01–6500 – BGN 450
− BGN 6500.01–7500 – BGN 500
− Over BGN 7500 – BGN 550
 Minimum monthly amount of insurable earnings for registered agricultural producers
and tobacco producers – BGN 240
 Maximum monthly amount of insurable earnings – BGN 2200
 The minimum monthly amount of insurance income per main business activities and
groups of professions.
Different regimes and rates apply with regards to security instalments.
SOCIAL SECURITY EXPERIENCE
The professional experience recognised for social insurance purposes (‘social security
experience’) does not necessarily match an individual’s years of employment. Social
security experience is generally:
 The time during which an individual has worked under an employment contract and
social insurance instalments have been due or paid in
 The time for which self-insuring individuals have personally duly paid their social
insurance instalments
 Certain specific categories of time during which no social insurance instalments have
been made, namely:
− Paid and unpaid leave for child birth and raising of a child
− Paid and unpaid leave due to temporary disability
− Unpaid leave not exceeding 30 working days in one calendar year
 The time during which an individual has received compensation for unemployment
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 The time during which self-insuring individuals, who have paid their insurance fees for all
insurance risks except for labour accidents, professional disease and unemployment,
have received monetary compensation for temporary disability, pregnancy and delivery
and for raising of a child and the periods of temporary unemployment, pregnancy,
delivery and raising of a child during which they did not have the right to monetary
compensation.
Cumulated social insurance is taken into account when computing an individual’s eligibility
to a pension, right to compensation caused by temporary disability and right to a pension
due to invalidity etc. In some cases, individuals are allowed to ‘buy-off’ gaps in their
contribution by paying social security instalments for the respective period eg individuals
who have reached the age for a pension but do not have the required length of social
security experience can effect a bulk payment to cover the missing part of the statutory
required length of social security experience.
UNEMPLOYMENT LAW
The Bulgarian state has undertaken to implement a continuing policy towards the
stimulation of employment and the reduction of the unemployment rate. Its policy to this
effect is generally ruled by the Stimulation of Employment Act (SEA). This act determines
the state authorities which are assigned to plan and develop activities and measures for
stimulation of employment and the specific documents in which these should be
incorporated. The performance of these activities is financed by the state budget.
The SEA sets out the rights and obligations of individuals seeking employment, as well as
those of employers. In order to become a beneficiary of the unemployment related state
system and receive monthly compensation for unemployment from the social security
fund, individuals should register as unemployed with the local divisions of the National
Employment Agency. Each Bulgarian citizen, as well as each citizen of another EU member
state, or of another Contracting State to the Agreement on the European Economic Area,
who is actively seeking a job may register with the competent local division of the
Employment Agency. On the other hand, employers willing to take part in the state’s
programs for stimulation of employment should announce their vacancies to this same
agency.
PENSION FUND LAW
According to Bulgarian law, pensions form a part of the general social security system and
their regulation is incorporated in the Social Security Code. Payment of pension
instalments and the granting of pensions and compensations are structured according to
three main benchmarks:
 Statutory pension insurance – all individuals are entitled to pension insurance
accumulated in the state’s Pension Fund
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 Additional statutory pension insurance – additional pension insurance is statutory for
individuals born after 31 December 1959. Pension insurance contributions are deposited
in a universal or professional pension fund and serve for the accrual of additional
pension to be received at the time of retirement. Universal or professional pension
funds are legal entities incorporated by licensed pension insurance joint-stock
companies and registered under the Commercial Law or the legislation of another
member state. The shareholders in the licensed pension insurance company should
adopt rules for the operation of the universal/professional pension fund to specify the
proposed conditions for additional statutory pension insurance, the fees and deductions
to be collected by the pension insurance company, and the terms and conditions for the
payment of pensions and one-off or deferred payments. Permission for the operation of
universal/ professional funds is issued by the Deputy-chairman of the Committee for
Financial Supervision
 Additional voluntary pension insurance – every individual having reached the age of 16
years is allowed to make voluntary pension instalments to a fund for additional
voluntary pension insurance. Such insurance grants the respective individual the right to
receive a personal pension in old age or to receive as a one-off payment the amount
accrued. Persons insured under an occupational scheme for whom social insurance
contributions are no longer made as a consequence of their moving from the Republic of
Bulgaria to another member state, preserve the rights to the same extent as for insured
persons in respect of whom social insurance contributions are no longer made but who
remain within the Republic of Bulgaria.
Payments for any persons insured under an occupational scheme, as well as for any other
persons holding entitlement under any such scheme, are made in other member states net
of the taxes and transactions charges due. Voluntary pension instalments are tax
deductible.
PRIVATE PENSIONS
Individuals who have reached the age of 16 are entitled to make voluntary pension
instalments to a private fund for voluntary pension insurance. Such funds should be set up
by a licensed pension insurance joint-stock company and permission for their operation is
issued by the Deputy-chairman of the Committee for Financial Supervision. Voluntary
pension insurance funds should be registered under the Commercial Law. The GM of the
shareholders of the pension insurance company should adopt rules for the organisation
and activity of the fund.
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6 – TAXATION
PERSONAL INCOME TAX
SCOPE
Individuals regarded as ‘Bulgarian residents’ under the Personal Income Tax Act are
persons who:
 Have a permanent home in Bulgaria, or
 Spend more than 183 days within each 365-day period in Bulgaria, or
 Are sent abroad by the State of Bulgaria and members of their families, or
 Have their centre of vital interests in Bulgaria.
Bulgarian residents are subject to income tax on their worldwide income. Non-residents
are taxed on their Bulgarian sourced income only. The tax year for personal income tax
purposes is the calendar year.
RATES
Since 1 January 2009, a 10% flat rate of personal income tax was introduced.
A flat rate withholding tax is levied as a withholding tax where a private investor’s tax
liability is settled. Capital gains which have already been taxed are no longer recorded in
the annual income tax return. Instead of using the personal tax rate, income, regardless of
size, is taxed with the flat tax rate of 25%. According to Art. 43 a Para. 1 of the German
Income Tax Act, the withholding tax rate is 25% plus a solidarity surcharge of 5.5% on the
final withholding tax and a possible church tax (8 or 9% of the flat tax). This makes for a
total flat rate withholding tax of 26.375% (church tax excluded). Any surplus income from
capital assets cannot be reduced by overall deductions through a lump sum or actual
expenses. However, in its place, a saver's allowance to the amount of EUR is used as
deduction (Art. 20 Para. 9 German Income Tax Act). However, as at the time of writing,
several court decisions are awaited which will make a ruling on this restricted deduction
possibility.
EMPLOYMENT INCOME
Tax on employment income is withheld by the employer and is remitted to the state on a
monthly basis. Emoluments from employment include salary, bonuses, benefits-in-kind,
and inflationary compensation etc. Travel and business trip accommodation expenses
covered by the required documents, as well as rates per diem up to double the amount of
the statutory rate per diem, are tax exempt. Furthermore, certain social benefits provided
by employers are tax exempt when taxed at the level of the employer.
In addition, the employer has the obligation to recalculate the final personal income tax
liability due on an annual basis.
Salary tax is calculated on the gross amount of income received in the respective month,
after the statutory deductions, which are as follows:
 Mandatory social security and health insurance for the account of the individual
 Voluntary pension and voluntary unemployment insurance for an amount up to 10% of
the gross income amount
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 Life insurance and voluntary health insurance for an amount up to 10% of the gross
income amount
 Donations to certain institutions, up to 5% of the annual taxable base after the above
deductions and up to 50% for donations in favour of funds for children’s medical
treatment.
Alternatively, tax relief for voluntary pension and unemployment contributions, for life
insurance and for voluntary health insurance, may also be utilised as a benefit upon the
annual recalculation of the taxable income (mandatory for each employer) or upon filing of
the annual tax return.
NON-EMPLOYMENT INCOME
Royalty and interest income, income from share participations and income from the sale of
movables etc. is taxed annually.
Directors of companies rendering services under management contracts are also taxed
following the non-employment rules applicable to income.
In addition, individuals performing any economic activity as sole traders are required to
adjust their taxable income under the rules stipulated in the Corporate Income Tax Act.
Individuals receiving income other than employment income i.e. freelancers or rental
income are liable to monthly advance payments at 10% calculated on the gross amount of
the income received after statutory deductions, as follows:
 40% of any income from agricultural, forestry and fishery activities
 40% of any income from intellectual property exploitation or sale
 25% of any freelance income
 10% of any rental income
 Mandatory social security and health insurance for the account of the individual;
voluntary pension, voluntary unemployment insurance for an amount up to 10% of the
gross income amount after statutory deductions
 Life insurance and health insurance for an amount up to 10% of the gross income
amount after statutory deductions
 Donations to certain institutions, up to 5% of the annual taxable base after the above
deductions and exceptionally up to 50% of the annual taxable base after deductions for
donations in favour of funds for children’s medical treatment.
Individuals are obliged to report their income by filing an annual tax return and to pay the
annual tax as per the tax return by 30 April of the following year. In cases where an
individual earns employment income only, there is no obligation for filing an annual tax
return.
PATENT TAX
Individuals operating hotels and restaurants, as well as individuals involved in the retail
trade or various types of craftsmanship etc., with an annual turnover for the previous year
not exceeding BGN 50,000 and who are not registered for VAT purposes (with the
exception of registration for intra-Community acquisitions) are liable to a one-off annual
patent tax under the Local Taxes and Fees Act. If annual turnover exceeds BGN 50,000, the
individual is liable to personal income tax and the patent tax paid is treated as a tax credit.
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The tax is determined by each local council on the basis of certain criteria relevant for the
types of business and within the limits set by the law. At the beginning of each year, the
payers of the patent tax should submit a declaration stating all circumstances necessary for
determining the applicable tax.
CAPITAL GAINS
Capital gains realised from the disposal of certain assets are subject to personal income
tax, namely:
 Income from the sale of immovable property; however, income from the sale of one
residential property is not taxable, regardless of the date of acquisition of the said
property, whereas income from the sale of up to two immovable properties, as well as
of any number of agricultural and forest properties, is not taxable only if more than five
years have elapsed between the date of acquisition and the date of sale or exchange
 Income from the sale of motor, air and water vehicles, when sold after one year as of
the date of acquisition
 Income from the sale of shares and any kind of securities
 Income from the transfer of a sole trader’s enterprise.
EXEMPTIONS
Under the current regime, the following types of income are tax free:
 Pensions
 Scholarships
 Child allowances
 Remuneration paid to foreign diplomats and commercial representatives by their home
country
 Interest on bank and savings deposits in local banks
 Income from lotteries
 Certain elements of compensation under insurance contracts etc.

CORPORATE INCOME TAX
SCOPE
Bulgarian corporate income tax is imposed on the profits of tax liable persons/entities
according to the Bulgarian Corporate Income Tax Act. Tax liable persons/entities are
Bulgarian companies and other corporate entities registered in Bulgaria, as well as nonincorporated entities, including partnerships.
Foreign legal entities are taxed on their profit from activities in Bulgaria, including via a
permanent establishment. For the purposes of income sourced in Bulgaria, any
organisationally and economically distinct non-resident entity (trust, fund or other) which
independently carries out economic activity or performs and manages investments, shall
likewise be taxable where the owner of the income cannot be identified.
The corporate income tax rate is 10%.
Special taxation regimes apply for certain activities, e.g. gambling.
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Shipping companies may opt for taxation based on the tonnage of operated ships (applying
a 10% tax rate). Once the shipping companies have elected to be taxed on the tonnage,
they shall apply this taxation regime at least for a five-year period.
TAX YEAR
In all cases, the tax year is the calendar year.
DETERMINATION OF TAXABLE PROFIT
In general, the annual accounting profit for the fiscal year (coinciding with the calendar
year), defined as the difference between total income and total expenditure according to
the Bulgarian Accountancy Act, is adjusted for tax purposes to form the taxable profit,
which is subject to corporate income taxation.
Tax liable persons/entities should file their annual corporate income tax return and pay the
tax due for the fiscal year not later than 31 March of the following year.
DEPRECIATION
Companies must prepare and keep a tax depreciation plan. Bulgarian tax depreciation is
applied on a straight-line basis as illustrated in the table below. The accrual of tax
depreciation of an asset should be discontinued when the said asset is not in use for a
period longer than 12 months.
TABLE 1
Asset depreciation
ASSET CATEGORIES
I

II
III
IV
V
VI

VII

ANNUAL
DEPRECIATED
RATE
Fixed buildings, including buildings held as 4%
investment property, facilities, communication
devices, electricity carriers, communication lines
Machines, manufacturing equipment and apparatus 30% or 50%**
Transportation vehicles (excluding automobiles), 10%
coverage of roads and aircraft runways
Computers, peripheral devices, software and the 50%
right to use software, and mobile phones
Motor vehicles
25%
Intangible and other tangible assets which are Depends on the period in
legally protected for a limited period of time
which the legal protection
applies (100 years of
protection) but not higher
than 33.33%
All other depreciable assets*
15%

* No depreciation allowance is available for land, forests, cultural monuments and goodwill
** The annual depreciation rate applicable for the assets of category II shall not exceed
50% where the following conditions are both met:
− The assets are part of an initial investment
− The assets are new and have not been used before their acquisition.
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LOSSES
Losses can be carried forward consecutively in the next five years.
Exceptionally, in cases where losses originate from an EU or EEA country in relation to
which Bulgaria applies the credit method for the avoidance of double taxation, such losses
can be offset against the domestically sourced profits of the same person/entity. If the
losses originate from an EU or EEA country to which Bulgaria applies the exemption
method for the avoidance of the double taxation (on the basis of a double taxation treaty
concluded with that country), then such losses can be offset against domestic profits only if
the permanent establishment in the other country which caused such losses has ceased to
exist.
Loss carry-back is not allowed.
OVERSEAS ASPECTS
Treaty relief may be available to avoid double taxation on foreign sourced income of
Bulgarian legal entities.
Generally, Bulgaria follows the exemption method for the avoidance of double taxation of
income from branches and real estate property located in treaty countries.
GROUPS OF COMPANIES
Bulgaria does not currently have any special legislation for the taxation of groups.
RETURNS AND PAYMENTS
All companies (including branches) must submit to the local tax office an annual tax return
accompanied by a balance sheet, a profit and loss statement and all other components of
the financial statement, as well as a copy of a report under the Independent Financial Audit
Act where applicable. The annual tax return should be filed and the annual tax paid not
later than 31 March of the year following the year to which it relates.
Companies and entities subject to corporate income tax make monthly advance tax
payments, calculated on one-twelfth of the annual taxable profit declared for the previous
year, updated with a special coefficient for the corresponding year. For the period of 1
January to 31 March, the tax base for the monthly advance payments is one-twelfth of the
company’s taxable income for the tax year two years before the current tax year. For the
period of 1 May to 31 December, the tax base is one-twelfth of the taxable income for the
preceding tax year. For April, the tax base of one-twelfth of the taxable income for the
preceding tax year should henceforth be adjusted by three times the difference of this
amount from the monthly advance payment for the period 1 January to 31 March, which is
calculated on the basis of one-twelfth of the results two years ago. Depending on whether
the taxable income two years ago was lower or higher than the taxable income of the
preceding year, the said adjustment is effected through a corresponding increase or
decrease of the tax base.
Monthly instalments so determined may be reduced by submitting a special declaration in
the case where the prepayments are expected to significantly exceed the anticipated final
annual corporate tax liability.
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If the taxable profit for the preceding year is a negative or zero, advance instalments are
due quarterly on the basis of the accumulated profit for the respective quarter of the
current year, whereas for the last quarter no quarterly advance tax payment is due.
Advance instalments are calculated at a rate of 10%.
Newly established companies and companies with sales of less than BGN 200,000 (around
EUR 100,000) for the preceding tax year are not obliged to make advance corporate tax
payments in the relevant year.
ALTERNATIVE CORPORATE TAXES
Certain additional alternative monthly corporate taxes were introduced in 1998. These are
not taxes on income or profits, but are taxes levied on certain categories of expenditure in
the course of the fiscal year as a precondition for their deductibility for the purposes of the
final annual corporate income taxation.
Expenses subject to the 10% one-off tax include:
 Representation related expenses
 Expenses for benefits in kind provided by the employer to its employees
 Expenses incurred for the operation of motor vehicles used to service management
activities.
THIN CAPITALISATION RULES
Thin capitalisation provisions regulate interest tax deductibility on certain types of interest
expenses such as interest on loans from related and non-related parties, financial leases
from related parties and bank loans from related parties or guaranteed by related parties.
Should the debts of a company to shareholders, third parties and/or to banks of the
debtor’s group of companies or from bank loans guaranteed by a related party exceed
three times the company’s equity, then interest tax deductibility restrictions related to thin
capitalisation are triggered.
Specifically, tax deductibility for interest expenses exceeding interest income is limited to
75% of the accounting result before interest expenses and interest income (EBIT). In cases
where the EBIT is a loss, the entire amount of the interest expense is considered nondeductible. Capitalised interest expenses deducted through the depreciation of the asset
acquired are not included in the thin capitalisation-related add-back.
The thin capitalisation add-back is a timing difference and the Bulgarian thin capitalisation
rules allow for a five-year carry forward of such portion of the interest.
WITHHOLDING TAX ON CROSS BORDER PAYMENTS
A 5% withholding tax is levied upon payment of dividends or liquidation quotas to nonresident persons, as well as to resident individuals or resident legal entities who are not
merchants, including any municipalities. Dividends distributed by a subsidiary in Bulgaria to
a parent company/permanent establishment resident in a member state, shall not be
taxed at source, provided the parent company has a minimum holding of 15% in the capital
of the Bulgarian subsidiary and maintains that holding for an uninterrupted period of at
least two years.
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A 10% withholding tax applies to the accrual for payment in favour of foreign persons of
income from:
 Royalties
 Technical assistance and consultancy fees
 Management services
 Interest (including interest under a financial lease); interest on bonds traded on an
regulated Bulgarian or EU member country stock market are tax exempt
 Rent (including income from an operational lease as well as any other income from the
letting of movables)
 Franchising and factoring
 Capital gains from the alienation of immovable property, shares and stakes, securities
and financial assets.
Bulgaria has a relatively wide network of double taxation treaties that may significantly
reduce or eliminate the withholding tax burden upon certain of the above items of income.
However, treaty provisions may not automatically apply. The foreign person/entity taxable
at source in Bulgaria should follow an advance tax clearance procedure in order for treaty
relief to apply.
TRANSFER PRICING
There are anti-avoidance and transfer pricing rules under the Corporate Income Tax Act,
which require transactions between related parties or between non-related parties to be
carried out on an arm’s length basis. These rules also apply, mutatis mutandis, to any flows
between a permanent establishment and other foreign divisions of the same enterprise of
a non-resident person, conforming to the specifics of the permanent establishment. There
is no specific requirement for transfer pricing documentation. However, it is the taxpayer
and not the tax authorities who must prove that transactions are negotiated at market
value.

VALUE ADDED TAX
SCOPE
The standard value added tax (VAT) rate is 20%.
Persons with a place of supply in the territory of Bulgaria and registered for Bulgarian VAT
purposes should charge VAT upon all supplies of goods and services, except for:
 Zero-rated supplies (e.g. intra-Community supply of goods, the supply of goods which
are dispatched or transported from a place within the territory of Bulgaria to a
destination in a third country or territory by or for the account of the supplier, supplies
related to international transport)
 Exempt supplies (e.g. related to land, except for a regulated plot, sales of old buildings,
financial services, insurance and re-insurance services, social security and health
insurance services, medical care, education services, donations and gambling etc.).
The reporting period for all registered persons is one month.
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REGISTRATION FOR VAT PURPOSES
The provision of the following supplies leads to the obligation for compulsory VAT
registration:
 VAT-able supplies (including zero-rated supplies) and financial and insurance services
related to the major activity of the person/entity with a total value of at least BGN
50,000 accumulated within a period of no longer than 12 months
 Supplies of goods which are installed and/or assembled by or on behalf of the supplier,
irrespective of the turnover
 Distance sales of goods exceeding BGN 70,000, where the place of transaction is within
the territory of the country under the terms of distance selling
 Intra-Community acquisitions exceeding BGN 20,000.
OPTIONAL VAT REGISTRATION
Any taxable person for whom the requirements of compulsory registration do not apply,
can register under the Bulgarian VAT Act and hence recover the VAT liable for the activity
for which they are VAT registered.
Foreign entities not having a local branch can register for Bulgarian VAT purposes only
through a VAT agent (i.e. a local individual/company with no outstanding public debts).

VAT RECOVERY
GENERAL RULES
The excess of input VAT over output VAT for a given month is offset against VAT payable in
the following three months. The excess which is not offset is recoverable. Shorter refund
periods without offsetting apply for exporters and big investors.
The right to VAT credit can be exercised if the following requirements are satisfied:
 The goods or services obtained by the registered person will be used for the provision of
taxable supplies
 The registered person possesses proper documentation
 The right is exercised within three months after the month of issuance of the document.
SPECIFIC PROVISIONS
Taxpayers are entitled to VAT credit for assets acquired before the date of their VAT
registration, if they are still available at the date of the VAT registration.
Foreign EU entities may recover input VAT under the conditions set in the Bulgarian tax
legislation which implements the eighth EU VAT Directive.
Foreign non-EU entities may also recover Bulgarian VAT under the conditions of the
Bulgarian tax law implementing the 13th EU VAT Directive if they are residents of a country
included in the list of countries providing reciprocal refunds to Bulgarian entities.
From 1 January 2006, a new Tax and Social Security Procedure Code came into force. As of
November 2012, important changes were introduced to this Tax and Social Security
Procedure Code:
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1) Taxpayers now have a right of appeal to the respective administrative court within 14
days against a decision by the revenue authorities to suspend administrative proceedings
(audits, inspections, etc.). Silent refusals (where no reply is received upon the request for
suspension within seven days) can be appealed the same way. This change is effective
from 26 October 2012
− Suspension cannot last more than eight months in proceedings for exchange of
information with another state. The eight-month period runs from 26 October 2012 in
the case of suspensions already operative at that date
2) From 1 January 2014, new rules came into force (implementing Directive 2011/16/EU of
15 February 2011) for mutual assistance and exchange of information on taxation
between member states. These include specific timelines for some of the institutes,
applying from a later date or not having retroactive effect
− The new rules will not apply to VAT, customs duties, excise duties, compulsory social
security contributions, fees for issuing certificates and other documents issued by
public authorities, and to items of contractual nature, such as consideration under
contracts for services of a public utility
− The rules will be administered by the Executive Director of the National Revenue
Agency (or anyone authorised by him/her)
3) Also from 1 January 2014, tax assessments acts will be issued by the body assigning the
audit, along with the head of the tax audit, instead of by a single tax inspector (which
used to be the head of the audit alone). Specific rules apply in cases of disagreement
between them. Audit proceedings already pending as at 1 January 2014 will be dealt with
under the current rules.
This is the first attempt for codification of the tax material and procedural norms related to
taxation and social security legislation. The Tax and Social Security Procedure Code
regulates the registration for tax purposes, the procedure for assessment, the securing and
collection of taxes and other state and municipal public receivables, as well as the appeals
procedure. A new administration called the National Revenue Agency was launched on 1
January 2006 and combines the functions of the tax administration and the state social
security audit division of the National Social Security Institute.

OTHER TAXES
CUSTOMS TAX
No customs tax exists in Bulgaria.
(For customs duties, see the section on the following page.)
STAMP DUTY
There are no applicable stamp duties in Bulgaria.
EXCISE DUTY
Excise duty is levied by producers and importers of excisable goods listed in the Bulgarian
Excise Tariff. These include:
 Alcohol
 Tobacco products
 Luxury vehicles
 Electricity
 Petrol etc.
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As of January 2008, coffee and coffee extracts are excluded from the scope of products
subject to excise duties.
Special excise duty deferral payment regimes may apply (eg to tax warehouses) for
products not consumed in Bulgaria.
CUSTOM DUTIES ESTATE TRANSFER TAX (RETT)
Bulgaria applies the principles of the International Harmonised Commodity Description and
Coding System and the EU Combined Nomenclature.
Goods imported into Bulgaria are subject to:
 Customs duty
 Excise duties (if applicable) and
 20% VAT, unless the goods are VAT exempt.
The Customs Tariff and its annexes provides for the following basic types of rates:
 Conventional rate – applied to commodities coming from countries to which Bulgaria
granted the ‘Most Favoured Nation Principle’ status (the World Trade Organization –
WTO, as well as other countries)
 Reduced rate – applied to commodities coming from Turkey, the FYROM, Albania,
Moldova, Serbia and Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Israel
 Preferential rate – applied under the ‘General System of Preferences’ for commodities
listed in a separate annex, which come from developing countries (70% of the
conventional rates) and from the least developed countries (a suspension of rates).
TEMPORARY DUTIES RELIEF
Certain customs regimes may defer, suspend or allow a refund of the customs duties and
other import applicable taxes under certain conditions specifically determined by the
domestic customs rules. Such temporary duty relief applied by Bulgarian customs
authorities may include bonded warehousing regimes, inward and outward processing
relief or a temporary admission regime.
FREE ZONES
The Customs Law provides for the special status of free zones and free warehouses.
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7 – ACCOUNTING & REPORTING
METHOD OF ACCOUNTING
Bulgarian accounting and tax legislation are based on the accrual method of accounting; a
cash basis is not allowed for accounting and tax purposes.
SOURCES OF ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
The Accountancy Act provides the legal framework of accounting in Bulgaria. The Law
defines the application of the international financial reporting standards (IFRS) adopted by
the EU in the territory of Bulgaria.
IFRS include:
 International accounting standards (IAS)
 International financial reporting standards (IFRS) and the interpretation of their
application (SIC-IFRIC)
 Subsequent amendments and additional provisions of IFRS and the interpretation of
their application, future standards and their interpretations by the international
accounting standards board (IASB).
The following entities are obliged to prepare and present financial statements (FS) on the
basis of IFRS, as endorsed by the EU:
 Credit institutions, insurance and investment undertakings, companies concerned with
additional social security and the funds managed by them
 Enterprises issuing securities as per the Bulgarian Public Stock Offering Act.
The financial reporting framework for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) is the
Bulgarian national financial reporting standards for SMEs.
Annual financial statements shall be prepared and presented on the basis of the national
financial reporting standards for SMEs by enterprises which, for at least one of the two
preceding years, do not exceed two of the following criteria:
 Balance sheet assets as of 31 December – BGN 8 million
 Net income from sales for the year – BGN 15 million
 Average number of personnel for the year – 250 persons.
SMEs and newly established companies may choose to prepare and present their financial
statements either on the basis of IFRS or on the basis of the national financial reporting
standards for SMEs. An enterprise which has, in one reporting period, prepared and
presented its annual financial statements on the basis of IAS cannot apply the national
financial reporting standards for SMEs.
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
The accounting concepts and principles followed in Bulgaria are:
 Going concern
 Accrual basis
 Matching concept
 Prudence
 Consistency
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Substance over form
Historical cost
True and fair presentation
No offsetting of assets against liabilities or income against expenses, unless otherwise
expressly prescribed by governing accounting rules.

DISCLOSURE
DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS
The financial year in Bulgaria coincides with the calendar year and ends on 31 December.
Enterprises prepare annual financial statements (FS) by 31 March of the following year.
Parent companies shall prepare and present consolidated FS by 31 March of the following
year. The Accountancy Act and IAS include exemption criteria for the preparation of
consolidated FS.
Annual financial statements are prepared in a prescribed format for SMEs. They consist of
a balance sheet, an income statement, a cash flow statement, a statement of changes in
equity and notes. Enterprises whose financial statements are subject to an audit by
independent registered auditors (CPAs or specialised auditing companies – see the
following section) should also prepare reports by management.
The notes to the financial statements should present information about the basis of
preparation for the statements and accounting policies adopted with regard to significant
transactions and events. They should also contain disclosures, which are required by the
applicable financial reporting framework but not included elsewhere in the main financial
statements, or which are relevant and necessary for a fair presentation of the accounts.
Reports by management should present information on the development of a company’s
business, forecasts thereon, research and development activities, significant events that
occurred after the date of preparation of the annual financial statements about joint-stock
companies, the share capital structure and changes during the financial year, the existence
of any branches, the financial instruments used by the entity as well as the financial risk
management and hedging policies and exposures for price, credit and liquidity risks. The
auditors are obliged to give a view about the consistency of the management report with
the FS.
Special disclosure requirements apply for banks, insurance companies, investment
companies and some other entities.
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REPORTING AND FILING REQUIREMENTS
In general, companies are required to submit annual financial statements (together with
the corporate income tax return) to the tax authorities and statistical information in a
prescribed format to the National Statistical Institute by 31 March of the following year.
Public companies, banks (branches of foreign banks included), insurance companies,
pension funds and investment funds should follow special legally defined reporting and
filing requirements. For instance, banks are required to submit a number of special reports
to the Bulgarian National Bank. They are also obliged to publish balance sheets and income
statements in an approved format for half-year reporting, in at least one main daily
newspaper. Insurance companies should submit annual financial statements to the
Financial Supervisory Commission, together with annual statements of allocated insurance
reserves and additional special format reports. Companies carrying out additional social
security activities report to the State Social Security Agency.
Annual financial statements, approved by the shareholders/owners or the relevant legal
body, should be published in the media (i.e. a trade register, daily newspaper, relevant
magazine or the internet), accompanied by the report from the management and the
auditor’s report, by 30 June of the following year. In cases where financial statements are
published only on the internet, free access to the corresponding internet site should be
available for at least three years after the date of publication.
BOOKS AND RECORDS
All companies and sole traders in Bulgaria are obliged by the Commercial Act to keep
accounting books and records and to prepare annual financial statements. The
Accountancy Act regulates the requirements for the comprehensiveness and reliability of
the accounting systems; the contents, preparation and publication of the annual financial
statements, the persons who prepare the annual financial statements and their eligibility
to perform such a task. The Act defines the accounting documents and the form of
accounting and the frequency of the stocktaking process. Chapter six of the Act sets down
the rules on the archiving of accounting information:
 Payroll registers should be kept for 50 years
 Ledgers and financial statements for ten years
 Documentation on tax control should be kept up to five years after expiry of the
prescribed term of paying the public obligation certified by these documents
 Documentation on the financial audit should be kept until the conduct of the next
internal audit or an audit by the National Audit Office
 Any other records should be kept for three years.
AUDIT REQUIREMENTS
Unless otherwise provided for by the law, annual financial statements of the following shall
be subject to an independent financial audit by registered auditors:
 Joint -stock companies and partnerships limited by shares
 Enterprises which are issuers as per the Public Stock Offering Act
 Credit institutions, insurance and investment undertakings, companies for additional
social security and the funds managed by them
 Enterprises for which this requirement is established by law
 All enterprises not mentioned in the items above, with the exception of enterprises
applying a simplified form of financial reporting and budget-funded enterprises.
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‘Enterprises applying a simplified form of financial reporting’ refers to enterprises which
over the current or previous year do not exceed two of the following criteria:
 Balance sheet assets as of 31 December – BGN 1.5 million
 Net income from sales for the year – BGN 2.5 million
 Average number of personnel for the year – 50.
STATUTORY AUDITORS
The Independent Financial Audit Act (IFAA) provides for:
 The objectives and principles of auditing
 The professional standards on auditing applicable in Bulgaria
 The obtaining of CPA certificates
 Rights, obligations and responsibilities of registered auditors
 Status of the Institute of Certified Public Accountants (ICPA) in Bulgaria.
The profession of auditors is characterised by self-regulation and independence within the
limits set by the law and professional standards.
The IFAA provides that an audit should be carried out in compliance with international
standards on auditing, according to which an auditor should issue an independent opinion
on whether the financial statements of a company present fairly, in all material respects,
its financial position and the results of operations and changes in cash flows in compliance
with Bulgarian accounting legislation.
A statutory audit may be performed by a Bulgarian certified public accountant or by a
specialised auditing company registered with the ICPA in Bulgaria. A specialised audit
company is a company registered under the Commercial Law in the Republic of Bulgaria,
with financial statement auditing being its main activity, and which is:
 A general partnership with more than half of the partners registered CPAs
 A limited partnership with more than half of the unlimited liability partners registered
CPAs
 A limited liability company where more than half of the votes in the GM of shareholders
belong to registered CPAs and where the manager (or majority of managers) is a
registered CPA.
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8 – UHY REPRESENTATION IN
BULGARIA

UHY BRAIN STORM CONSULT LTD
BULGARIA
CONTACT DETAILS

CONTACTS

UHY Brain Storm Consult Ltd
Mladost 1A, Bl 505A, Entr. 2
Sofia
Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 809 9740
www.uhybrainstorm.com

Liaison contact:
Position:
Email:

Kamelia Terziyska
General Manager
kamelia@brainstorm.bg

Liaison contact:
Position:

Ilina Gesheva
Translator and
Administrative manager
ilina@brainstorm.bg

Email:
Year established:
Number of partners:
Total staff:

1997
1
64

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FIRM
UHY Brain Storm Consult Ltd is a business consultancy firm which offers services on the basis of
Bulgarian and foreign legislation. The basic activities for the enterprise development are a full
range of business consultancy services. With 1 partner and approximately 64 staff, UHY Brain
Storm Consult provides a wide range of accounting, tax and business advisory services to clients,
consultancy in corporate finance, VAT planning, litigation support, project management and
financial services.

SERVICE AREAS
Audit, accountancy, bookkeeping and outsourcing services
Corporate and personal tax
Financial services
Financial inspection and control
Tax consulting, observing tax requirements and tax planning
Legal services including establishment of companies, trade and legal consulting
Management consulting
Business evaluation
Company restructuring and strategic planning
Assistance with mergers, buy-ins, buy-out and joint ventures
Forensic accounting and litigation support
General business advice and strategic planning
VAT consultancy

SPECIALIST SERVICE AREAS
Software development

PRINCIPAL OPERATING SECTORS
Accounting
Aerospace & Defence
Agriculture
Building Products
Car manufacturing and components
Catering establishments & services
Educational Services
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UHY BRAIN STORM CONSULT LTD
BULGARIA
Electrical Components & Equipment
Electronics
Engineering

LANGUAGES
Bulgarian, English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Russian.

CURRENT PRINCIPAL CLIENTS
MAL-MUK HOME OOD
SIKO-S ООD
TECHNOKOROZA AD
SILVA MASH EООD
ROLLPLAST EООD
МACRO-KOR EООD
KRAIBURG EООD
EMETPULSE EООD
FOCUS-NUNTI ООD
ESRI BULGARIA ООD
GLOBIMPEX ЕООD
INTERTEX 2000 АD
HRAMAR EООD
EASY BUILD BULGARIA АD
CENTILLION ООD
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATIONS
MUNICIPALITY RADOMIR
MUNICIPALITY SANDANSKI

OTHER COUNTRIES IN UHY CURRENTLY WORKING WITH, OR HAVE WORKED WITH IN THE PAST
Greece, France, Germany, Spain, Austria, Italy, Israel, Switzerland, Turkey.

BRIEF HISTORY OF FIRM
The company was founded in 1997 with an office of only five employees and ten clients on a retainer basis. From the
beginning, the company provided public accountancy services, working with the cooperation of the reputable certified
accountant, Mr. Ivan Dochev. In 2000, the company added a public auditing service by its founder, Mrs. Kamelia
Terziyska, who became a member of the Institute of CPAs in Bulgaria. UHY Brain Storm Consult is highly respected in
Bulgaria for its services in accounting, auditing and consultancy along with the reputation of its founder Mrs. Kamelia
Terziyska.
When it was established, UHY Brain Storm Consult began the development of a financial and accounting software
product called “Mirage”, which was completed and released to the market in 1999. It won immediate recognition in the
business community when it was awarded the highly regarded first prize at Bulgaria’s International Technical Fair,
Plovdiv ’99. Mirage continues to be well known and is regarded for its excellent management of client financial records.
After the successful establishment of Mirage, in 2003 the company started with the development of KARTELL for
enterprise-level resource planning. KARTELL is a fully integrated product which provides to managers, specialists and
accountants at all levels the ability to automate, control, plan and manage the financial development of a company
regardless of its extent, type of company structure, or volume of operations. With KARTELL’s successful launch, Brain
Storm Consult entered into partner agreements with IBM and Microsoft.
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UHY BRAIN STORM CONSULT LTD
BULGARIA

In 2006, Brain Storm Consult won a competition and entered into an agreement with the Russian Chamber of
Commerce for serving Russian clients running businesses in Bulgaria. The firm joined UHY in 2007 and went through a
re-branding process to include the UHY initials in the firm's name.
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APPENDIX 1: USEFUL INFORMATION
Useful addresses and telephone numbers are listed below.
Council of Ministers–Government Information Services
1, Dondukov Boulevard
Sofia 1194 , Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 940 2770; 940 2999
Fax: +359 2 980 2056
Email: gis@government.bg
www.government.bg
Bulgarian National Bank
1, Knyaz Alexander І Square
Sofia 1000, Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 91459, Fax: +359 2 980 24 25
Email: press_office@bnbank.org
www.bnb.bg
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
2, Alexander Zhendov Street
Sofia 1040, Bulgaria
Tel.: + 359 2 948 2999, Fax: +359 2 971 36 20
Email: iprd@mfa.government.bg
www.mfa.government.bg
Financial Supervision Commission
33, Shar Planina Street
Sofia 1303, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 940 4999, Fax: +359 2 829 4324
Email: bg_fsc@fsc.bg
www.fsc.bg
Ministry of Finance
102, G. S. Rakovski Street
Sofia 1040, Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 9859 2022/ 2023/ 2078
Email: feedback@minfin.bg
www.minfin.government.bg
Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works, Directorate – ‘Public Relations and
International Relations’
17-19, Kiril i Metodii Street
Sofia 1202, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 940 5430, Fax: +359 2 988 2954
Email: press@mrrb.government.bg
www.mrrb.government.bg
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Privatization Agency
29, Aksakov Street
Sofia 1000, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 987 3294, Fax: +359 2 980 9827
Email: bgpriv@priv.government.bg
www.priv.government.bg
Ministry of Economy and Energy, Directorate ‘Public Relations and Protocol’
8, Slavianska Street
Sofia 1052, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 940 7304, Fax: +359 2 988 5532
Email: PUBLIC@mee.government.bg
www.mee.government.bg
National Statistical Institute
2, Panayot Volov Street
Sofia 1038, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 985 7457/7729, Fax: +359 2 985 7799
E mail: Presscentre@nsi.bg
www.nsi.bg
Ministry of Transport
Dyakon Ignatii Street
Sofia 1000, Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 940 9301/9534, Fax: +359 2 940 9824
Email: press@mtc.government.bg
www.mt.government.bg
Bulgarian International Business Association
55, Al. Stambolijski Blvd. 3rd floor
Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel / Fax: +359 2 981 9169, 981 9564, Fax: + 359
988 6776
Email: office@biba.bg
www.biba.bg
Ministry of Justice
1, Slavyanska Street
Sofia 1040, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 923 7555, Fax: +359 2 981 91 57
Email: pr@justice.government.bg
www.justice.government.bg
Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
9, Iskar Street
Sofia 1058, Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 9811 7400, Fax: +359 2 987 3209
Email: bcci@bcci.bg
www.bcci.bg
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Ministry of Environment and Water
67, W. Gladstone Street
Sofia 1000, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 940 6224, Fax: +359 2 988 5913
Email: contact@moew.government.bg
www.moew.government.bg
Bulgarian Industrial Association
16-20, Alabin Street
Sofia 1000, Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 932 0911, Fax: +359 2 987 2604
Email: office@bia-bg.com
www.bia-bg.com
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
55, Hristo Botev Blvd.
Sofia 1040, Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 985 11254, Fax: +359 2 980 6256
Email: press@mzgar.government.bg
www.mzgar.government.bg
InvestBulgaria Agency
31, Aksakov Street
Sofia 1000, Bulgaria
Tel.: +359 2 985 5500, Fax: +359 2 980 1320
Email: iba@investbg.government.bg
www.investbg.government.bg
Ministry of Labour and Social Policy
2, Triaditsa Street
Sofia 1051, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 811 9443, Fax: +359 2 988 4405
Email: mlsp@mlsp.government.bg
www.mlsp.government.bg
Bulgaria Economic Forum
86, Vitosha Blvd.
Sofia 1463, Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 951 5259, Fax: +359 2 953 2924
Email: info@biforum.org
www.biforum.org

LET US HELP YOU ACHIEVE
FURTHER BUSINESS SUCCESS
To find out how UHY can assist your
business, contact any of our member
firms. You can visit us online at
www.uhy.com to find contact details for
all of our offices, or email us at
info@uhy.com for further information.

UHY is an international network of legally
independent accounting and consultancy
firms whose administrative entity is
Urbach Hacker Young International
Limited, a UK company. UHY is the brand
name for the UHY international network.
Services to clients are provided by
member firms and not by Urbach Hacker
Young International Limited. Neither
Urbach Hacker Young International
Limited, the UHY network, nor any
member of UHY has any liability for
services provided by other members.
UHY Brain Storm Consult Ltd. (the “Firm”)
is a member of Urbach Hacker Young
International Limited, a UK company, and
forms part of the international UHY
network of legally independent accounting
and consulting firms. UHY is the brand
name for the UHY international network.
The services described herein are provided
by the Firm and not by UHY or any other
member firm of UHY. Neither UHY nor any
member of UHY has any liability for
services provided by other members.

© 2015 UHY International Ltd

www.uhy.com

